
Minutes, Thursday  August 13, 2020 

 
Now and Then Purchase orders  

Airport Construction Grant…….Purchase order 41296, 41298 
Youth Subsidy…………………….Purchase order 40872, 40873, 40881 
 
Mr. Schroeder      moved to approve the then and now purchase orders. 

Mr.  Schlumbohm     seconded the motion. 

Vote: Mr. Schroeder   yes            Mr. Lammers  yes             Mr. Schlumbohm  yes          
Exceptions: Mr. Schroeder  none         Mr. Lammers none           Mr. Schlumbohm none         
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Purchase orders and travel requests 

EMS.,….Blanket purchase order for Vehicle Maintenance for $ 10,000.00.  

Mr. Schroeder    moved to approve the purchase orders and travel requests. 

Mr. Schlumbohm   seconded the motion.  
Vote: Mr. Schroeder    yes             Mr. Lammers  yes         Mr. Schlumbohm   yes              
 
 
Exceptions: Mr. Schroeder           Mr. Schlumbohm             Mr. Lammers            
 

Mr. Lammers called the meeting to order with Mr. Schroeder and Mr. Schlumbohm by reciting 
the Pledge of Allegiance.  

Commissioners Schroeder, Schlumbohm and Lammers discussed the Solid Waste Plan and the 
Recycling program and the changes that have taken place due to COVID-19. The County’s 
Solid Waste Plan must still be followed per EPA. The Recycling program has evolved and 
improved over the last few years. The plan for continuing operations after the temporary 
summer help goes back to school was discussed. The population requirements for recycling 
were reviewed also.  

Kurt Sahloff stopped in to give an update on the Board of Elections and notices they have 
received. They have received some additional grant funds for security and safety for 
compliance. The Board of Election is purchasing a postage machine with the grant funding also. 
The mail-in voting process was discussed. Commissioners Lammers brought up purchasing 
new computer equipment that would make future teleworking from home for more employees 
possible.  

The business agenda was held with Commissioners Schroeder, Schlumbohm and Lammers 
and Cindy Landwehr, Clerk. 

Mr. Schlumbohm     moved to adjourn for the day. 



Mr. Lammers      seconded the motion. 

Vote: Schroeder yes  Lammers  yes  Schlumbohm yes     

 

 
Mr. Schlumbohm       moved to approve the minutes as read from Thursday, August 13, 
2020. 
Mr.  Lammers                     seconded the motion. 
Vote: Mr. Schroeder  yes        Mr. Lammers  yes       Mr. Schlumbohm   yes            

 
 
 


